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Afriscope
Magic Shifts
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From "Why am I here?" to "What's next?" in this international bestseller, Alpha
pioneer Nicky Gumbel addresses some of the foundational questions that
challenge us all. Questions of Life is a step-by-step guide to the basics of the
Christian faith by one of the world's most respected Christian leaders. This book
contains the talks that are given on Alpha, and in it Nicky explores key themes,
questions, and objections to faith, leading us on an engaging, personal journey of
discovery. Alpha creates an environment of hospitality where people can bring
their friends, family, and work colleagues to explore the Christian faith, ask
questions, and share their point of view. Alpha makes it easy to invite friends to
have spiritual conversations which explore life's biggest questions in a safe and
respectful way. Alpha's approach to hospitality, faith, and discussion is designed to
welcome everyone, especially those who might not describe themselves as
Christians or church-goers. Each session includes time for a large group meal,
short teaching, and small group discussion.

The Ritual of Dominance and Submission
The History of Zeta Tau Alpha, 1898-1928
This history of the largest block women's organization in the United States is not
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only the story of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority (DST), but also tells of the increasing
involvement of black women in the political, social, and economic affairs of
America. Founded at a time when liberal arts education was widely seen as either
futile, dangerous, or impractical for blacks, especially women, DST is, in Giddings's
words, a "compelling reflection of block women's aspirations for themselves and
for society." Giddings notes that unlike other organizations with racial goals, Delta
Sigma Theta was created to change and benefit individuals rather than society. As
a sorority, it was formed to bring women together as sisters, but at the some time
to address the divisive, often class-related issues confronting black women in our
society. There is, in Giddings's eyes, a tension between these goals that makes
Delta Sigma Theta a fascinating microcosm of the struggles of black women and
their organizations. DST members have included Mary McLeod Bethune, Mary
Church Terrell, Margaret Murray Washington, Shirley Chisholm, Barbara Jordan,
and, on the cultural side, Leontyne Price, Lena Horne, Ruby Dee, Judith Jamison,
and Roberta Flack. In Search of Sisterhood is full of compelling, fascinating
anecdotes told by the Deltas themselves, and illustrated with rare early
photographs of the Delta women.

Reflections on Affirmative Action in Construction
On December 4, 1906, on Cornell University's campus, seven black men founded
one of the greatest and most enduring organizations in American history. Alpha Phi
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Alpha Fraternity Inc. has brought together and shaped such esteemed men as
Martin Luther King Jr., Cornel West, Thurgood Marshall, Wes Moore, W. E. B.
DuBois, Roland Martin, and Paul Robeson. "Born in the shadow of slavery and on
the lap of disenfranchisement," Alpha Phi Alpha -- like other black Greek-letter
organizations -- was founded to instill a spirit of high academic achievement and
intellectualism, foster meaningful and lifelong ties, and racially uplift those
brothers who would be initiated into its ranks. In Alpha Phi Alpha, Gregory S. Parks,
Stefan M. Bradley, and other contributing authors analyze the fraternity and its
members' fidelity to the founding precepts set forth in 1906. They discuss the
identity established by the fraternity at its inception, the challenges of protecting
the image and brand, and how the organization can identify and train future Alpha
men to uphold the standards of an outstanding African American fraternity.
Drawing on organizational identity theory and a diverse array of methodologies,
the authors raise and answer questions that are relevant not only to Alpha Phi
Alpha but to all black Greek-letter organizations.

A Ferry of Bones & Gold
Kat O'Connor is no pushover. She's a no nonsense girl with a commonsense
approach to life. But there's nothing common about what's happening to her lately
First she was forced to have a kinky mind menage with two of the hottest and most
irritating men in the galaxy-Twin Kindred warriors, Deep and Lock-in order to locate
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her kidnapped friend. Then she couldn't get their feelings out of her head. And now
she's on her way to their home planet, Twin Moons, to find a cure for the
debilitating illness their unorthodox joining caused, when all she really wants to do
is go home. Locks Tight, the light twin of the two, is already in love with Kat. Her
curvy plus-sized body is the epitome of beauty on his home planet and her sharp
mind makes her doubly attractive. But though he fell for her the moment he saw
her, Twin Kindred are unable to mate a woman alone. Lock knows nothing can
happen between them without his brother Stabs Deep. The dark twin has a secret
agony in his past-a tragedy he feels he and he alone is to blame for. He too,
hungers for Kat, but he hides his fear of rejection behind an impenetrable wall of
angry sarcasm. For if he lets anyone get too close, the unbearable pain he has
already endured once may happen again. Now Kat and her twin warriors are on a
quest-but they're all looking for different things. Kat wants to find a way to dissolve
the half-formed bond between them so she can be alone in her own head again.
Lock wants to convince both her and his brother to complete the bond which will
keep them together forever. And Deep is trying to protect his heart and love Kat
from afarthough it grows more and more difficult to deny the hunger he feels for
her growing inside him. Their travels will take them from the uncharted wilds of
Twin Moons to the Deadworld of the Scourge home planet. Will Kat find a cure for
having other people's emotions crowding her mind? Will Lock convince his brother
and the woman they both love that they're all meant to be together forever? And
will Deep ever unshield his heart long enough to let Kat in? You'll have to read
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Sought, the third book in the Brides of the Kindred series, to find out"

The Topeka School
Within these pages lay the elusive secrets to defining structure and ritual to
alternative dominant/submissive and master/slave lifestyle dynamics within your
personal life or your community. You will find a definitive resource for building,
practicing and maintaining rituals and protocols within your relationship or group,
without having to go join a secret society, or convincing someone to mentor you on
their private secrets for success.

Ancient Magic and Ritual Power
High school and the difficult terrain of sexuality and gender identity are brilliantly
explored in this smart, incisive ethnography. Based on eighteen months of
fieldwork in a racially diverse working-class high school, Dude, You're a Fag sheds
new light on masculinity both as a field of meaning and as a set of social practices.
C. J. Pascoe's unorthodox approach analyzes masculinity as not only a gendered
process but also a sexual one. She demonstrates how the "specter of the fag"
becomes a disciplinary mechanism for regulating heterosexual as well as
homosexual boys and how the "fag discourse" is as much tied to gender as it is to
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sexuality.

Confessions of an Ivy League Frat Boy
From the award-winning author of 10:04 and Leaving the Atocha Station, a tender
and expansive family drama set in the American Midwest at the turn of the
century, hailed by Maggie Nelson as Ben Lerner's "most discerning, ambitious,
innovative, and timely novel to date." Adam Gordon is a senior at Topeka High
School, class of '97. His mother, Jane, is a famous feminist author; his father,
Jonathan, is an expert at getting "lost boys" to open up. They both work at a
psychiatric clinic that has attracted staff and patients from around the world. Adam
is a renowned debater, expected to win a national championship before he heads
to college. He is one of the cool kids, ready to fight or, better, freestyle about
fighting if it keeps his peers from thinking of him as weak. Adam is also one of the
seniors who bring the loner Darren Eberheart--who is, unbeknownst to Adam, his
father's patient--into the social scene, to disastrous effect. Deftly shifting
perspectives and time periods, The Topeka School is the story of a family, its
struggles and its strengths: Jane's reckoning with the legacy of an abusive father,
Jonathan's marital transgressions, the challenge of raising a good son in a culture
of toxic masculinity. It is also a riveting prehistory of the present: the collapse of
public speech, the trolls and tyrants of the New Right, and the ongoing crisis of
identity among white men.
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The Western Journal of Black Studies
When the gods come calling, you don't get to say no. Patrick Collins is three years
into a career as a special agent for the Supernatural Operations Agency when the
gods come calling to collect a soul debt he owes them. An immortal has gone
missing in New York City and bodies are showing up in the wake of demon-led
ritual killings that Patrick recognizes all too easily from his nightmares. Unable to
walk away, Patrick finds himself once again facing off against mercenary magic
users belonging to the Dominion Sect. Standing his ground alone has never been a
winning option in Patrick's experience, but it's been years since he's had a partner
he could trust. Looking for allies in all the wrong places, Patrick discovers the
Dominion Sect's next target is the same werewolf the Fates themselves have
thrown into his path. Patrick has been inexplicably attracted to the man from their
first meeting, but desire has no place in war. That doesn't stop Patrick from
wanting what he shouldn't have. Jonothon de Vere is gorgeous, dangerous, and
nothing but trouble-to the case, to the fight against every hell, and ultimately, to
Patrick's heart and soul. In the end, all debts must be paid, and Patrick can only do
what he does best-cheat death. A Ferry of Bones & Gold is a 115k word m/m urban
fantasy with a gay romantic subplot and a HFN ending.

The Omega's Bodyguard
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Reflections is a collection of my writings through the years in defense of and
support for Affirmative Action in the construction industry. It documents a struggle
for economic justice that began on July 23, 1969 when Chicago community groups
assembled to demand equal participation in local federal construction projects. As
these programs became successful, resistance rose at a rapid clip. Who would
have thought that our quest for economic justice would eventually reach the
Supreme Court as a battle against "reverse discrimination?" Who would have
believed that the "affirmative action" programs that integrated an exclusive white
workforce, and provided new opportunities for Black firms would be challenged so
vigorously that the term would not even be used by the 2008 presidential
candidates? We share our experiences for others seeking change by providing
examples of how Black businesses can address community problems, including
educating elected officials and holding them accountable. It was though my
membership in Parren Mitchell's (Maryland's first Black congressman-1971), Black
Business Braintrust, that the first national legislation requiring mandatory Minority
Business Enterprise [MBE] utilization was forged. This book emphasizes four main
areas of concern: Affirmative Action as a tool to break the pattern of exclusion by
construction trade unions and apprenticeship programs. To demonstrate that local
organizations with dedicated leaders can combat discrimination and create
positive change that reverberates nationally. To expand the Black tradesmen
workforce as a vehicle for increasing Black subcontractor numbers and developing
substantial Black general contractors. The development of viable black
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construction firms: UBM, Inc., which I co-founded in 1974, was by 2004, the largest
Black general contractor in the state of Illinois. My firm accomplished everything I
sought to prove as a black business by creating the capacity to apply positive
solutions to problems besieging our community.

Sought
The Hand-book of Beta Theta Pi
Every gift has consequences . . . Let's get this out of the way up front: I can hear
minds. And yes, that's about as much fun as it sounds. As long as I can remember,
I've been the loner, the crazy girl who answers words that no one has spoken out
loud. It doesn't help that I'm the perennial new kid in town, too; my family moves
around so much that I'm constantly learning how to tune out a fresh set of voices.
But then we move to King, Florida. It doesn't take me long to realize that this town
is different. King was founded by magic and steeped in mystery, and I'd be
intrigued if I wasn't worried about surviving. Ms. Lacusta, the science teacher,
leads some weird exclusive club of girls, and she's trying to recruit me. That
doesn't sit well with Nell Massler, the ultimate mean girl whose extracurricular
activities include blood rituals. And mine is the blood she wants next. Entangled in
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a web of first love, quirky and secretive townsfolk, magic and blood spells, I
discover the town's secrets aren't just bizarre . . . they're deadly. Save Tomorrow is
a series of paranormal romances that begins in the small town of King, Florida,
winds through the Serendipity and Recipe for Death books, and finally culminates
in Age of Aquarius, the inevitable showdown that ties all the characters together in
a fight to stop the ultimate evil.

It Ain't Me, Babe
What reader's say about Michelle Fox's werewolves: "I love how well the characters
are developed and rounded out - I feel like I know about these characters before
they jump in the sack - which for me is a HUGE deal!" "Fox adeptly weaves several
enchanting love scenes into her romance framework. Best of all, they actually add
to the story." "This is the third shifter story I've read from this author, and I love
the edge of humor, the way she introduces the problems of the pack, and the
wolfish behavior that sneaks into the human interaction." Little known fact about
being a werewolf: There are always wolves at your door and some of them are up
to no good. Chloe Weiss' dreams have finally come true: She's a null no more, her
wolf has finally come. She's now a full member of her pack in the remote
Appalachian 'weretown' of Hunstville. Even better, she's mated to the pack's next
alpha, Jackson Swift. However, now that she's on the other side of her happy
ending, things aren't quite as rosy as she'd expected. The women of her pack
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resent her status as alpha's mate and suddenly there are rumors that Chloe is an
Omega, a werewolf so weak they are banned from ever mating. Worse, an old
friend of Jackson's blows into town full of disapproval.and competition. It seems no
one likes Chloe except Jackson. Then women start disappearing, violently
kidnapped from their homes and never heard from again. There's a killer on the
loose in the small town of Huntsville, and the one wolf he'd do anything to have is
Chloe. Now Chloe will have to fightfor Jackson, her place in the pack, and her life.
This novel is a sequel to the bestselling To Bring Her Wolf.

The Alpha's Unwanted Mate
Pack Ebon Red
Phoenix
This volume contains a series of provocative essays, written by leading scholars
who study the ancient Mediterranean and Near Eastern worlds, on magic and ritual
power. The essays address how ancient magic might be defined and how it came
into expression in a wide variety of cultural contexts. This publication has also
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been published in paperback, please click here for details.

Readings in Social Psychology
The interest in the topic of spirituality as a more or less independent dimension of
quality of life is continuously growing, and research questions are beginning to
change as the field of religiosity changes, becoming more diverse and pluralistic.
Addressing new topics in health research also relies on standardized
questionnaires. The number of instruments intended to measure specific aspects of
spirituality is growing, and it is particularly difficult to evaluate the new
instruments. This Special Issue will focus on some of the established instruments
(updating them to different languages and cultures), but will also describe the
features and intentions of newly-developed instruments, which may potentially be
used in larger studies to develop knowledge relevant to spiritual care and practice.
This Special Issue will serve as a resource on the instruments used to study the
wide range of organized religiosity, the individual experience of the divine, and an
open approach in the search for meaning and purpose in life.

Dark Alpha's Caress
This radical, profoundly scholarly book explores the purposes and nature of proof
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in a range of historical settings. It overturns the view that the first mathematical
proofs were in Greek geometry and rested on the logical insights of Aristotle by
showing how much of that view is an artefact of nineteenth-century historical
scholarship. It documents the existence of proofs in ancient mathematical writings
about numbers and shows that practitioners of mathematics in Mesopotamian,
Chinese and Indian cultures knew how to prove the correctness of algorithms,
which are much more prominent outside the limited range of surviving classical
Greek texts that historians have taken as the paradigm of ancient mathematics. It
opens the way to providing the first comprehensive, textually based history of
proof.

Dude, You're a Fag
Wolf Spirit, #1 Will her love break through his armor so he can be whole again? In
June of 1940, Nazis march into Paris, France. Brutality haunts the streets. Engel
VanWolf, the Alpha of a Shunu pack – immortals, who shift into wolf-spirit – has a
painful past and the patch on his eyes serves as a reminder of human cruelty. No
stranger to injustice, he poses as a Nazi officer to smuggle Jewish orphans from the
city. Drawn to a seductive fragrance, chocolate skin, and velvet voice, VanWolf
comes upon a human beauty, Alexia, in danger. A hunger long forgotten burns
anew inside him. Alexia Pane is taken in by the shunu pack, and finds communal
living isn't the only thing they share. When danger comes knocking, she's sent to
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warn VanWolf, who has been discovered but needs rescuing of her own. As he
whisks her to safety, he awakens her dormant passion. It's not the flames of the
city she fears, but the fire he invokes inside her. The closer she gets, the more he
pushes her away. And then, she falls into enemy hands. Can VanWolf save the
woman he loves from a ruthless enemy and mend the pain he has caused? 29,339
Words

The Alpha's Mate (Huntsville Pack Book 1)
In Search of Sisterhood
The paranormal branch of the National Security Agency enlists the aid of Victor
Requist, master of the Nosferatu colony, along with NSA operative Jack Coulson,
and Thyme Bridewell, a failed NSA brain-control experiment, to seek out survivors
of Hitler's Third Reich, who have set up a secret base in Antarctica with the their
allies, the Dhrakuh, an ancient race of sentient reptiles. Reprint.

Chocolate Damsel
With the challenge complete and the corrupt Alpha of Coldspring defeated Fane is
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now free to complete the mate bond with Jacque and perform the Blood Rites.
Although the challenge is done, the effects are far-reaching. Once it is known that
Vasile one of the strongest Alphas in the world is in America, specifically
Coldspring, TX, there is one Alpha who cannot overlook the significance of this. An
Alpha who happens to share Jacque's DNA, but is this the one she needs to fear?
With her mom driving and her two best friends, Jen and Sally in tow, Jacque set off
for her happily ever after. She will soon realize a plan has been put in motion that
will change her course and possibly tear her from Fane's grasp forever. It will take
a wolf pack, her mother's love, her two best friend's unrelenting determination, her
own will to survive and the undying love of her mate to bring her home. The
question remains, if she fights, if she endures, who will she be, what will be left
once she is back in her mate's arms?

Blood Rites
Baird's Manual of American College Fraternities
Samuel Zenas Ammen and the Kappa Alpha Order
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Student Success
After breaking from life with the Pack, mercenary Kate Daniels and her mate former Beast Lord Curran Lennart - are adjusting to a very different pace. While
they're thrilled to escape all the infighting, Curran misses the constant challenges
of leading the shapeshifters. So when the Pack offers him its stake in the
Mercenary Guild, Curran seizes the opportunity - too bad the Guild wants nothing
to do with him and Kate.

Measures of Spirituality/Religiosity (2018)
It is time for Angeline to be mated and she has little choice in the matter. That is
because it is her mother who is responsible for matching Alphas with good
potential females. So she is determined that her daughter be matched with one of
the most eligible bachelors around. That man is Clyde. Strong, handsome,
dominant and, most importantly, LOYAL to the woman he wants. Angeline is about
to discover just how much she really needs an Alpha in her life. The only problem is
Clyde is not so sure he really needs Angeline in his life. Can Clyde learn to want
and love Angeline as his mate? Or is Angeline set to forever be the Alpha's
"Unwanted Mate"?
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The Kappa Alpha Journal
Following runs the narrative of the life of a man who will be remembered long at
the South. He has given of his best energies to the making and the perfecting of
what is probably the most distinctive Greek letter society in America. In it are
reflected his patience, his unselfishness, his good taste, his wisdom, and his
patriotism. It has inherited through him the best ideals of a great people--ideals
that had their beginning with King Arthur, and attained to their finest flower in
General Lee. The elaboration of the Kappa Alpha Order is the distinctive labour of
Samuel Zenas Ammen. -- Foreword.

Underland
Ancient Magic and Ritual Power
A Dartmouth fraternity member who blew the whistle on inhumane hazing
practices in a Rolling Stone profile presents a true account of sordidness and
redemption.

Transcendental Magic
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Salome knows only one way to live - under Prophet David's rule. Trapped in a
commune and bound by her strict faith, Salome knows nothing of the world outside
- until a horrific event sets her free. Styx 'River' Nash was born and bred to wear a
Hades Hangmen cut. Haunted by a crushing speech impediment, Styx never lets
anyone get too close, that is, until a young woman is found injured on his lot.

Fearless
Three who Made a Revolution
The Years Remembered of Sigma Sigma Sigma
This volume contains a series of provocative essays, written by leading scholars
who study the ancient Mediterranean and Near Eastern worlds, on magic and ritual
power. The essays address how ancient magic might be defined and how it came
into expression in a wide variety of cultural contexts. This publication has also
been published in paperback, please click here for details.

Alpha Phi Alpha
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The Life and Times of the Last Kid Picked
Sparks fly when a protective alpha meets an omega in danger, but there's a catch:
this omega is still human, and doesn't know what he could become with a bite from
the right wolf.Being an alpha werewolf made Rusty Jamison one of the best while
he served in the Marines, a top team leader in the elite Force Recon. But now his
instincts have made military life unbearable--he couldn't protect his team without
revealing what he was. He's out of the Corps and taking his first job as a
bodyguard, using those instincts while protecting his secret. But his client is the
last thing Rusty expected: a latent omega, a human with werewolf blood just
waiting for a bite to awaken his potential.Sam Hurley has fended off plenty of
unwanted advances in his twenty-four years. As a baby-faced computer genius,
he's used to being sought after for more than just his brains--but now someone is
stalking him, and Sam is going to need help getting him to take no for an answer.
His new bodyguard seems like he'll be able to do the job, but once Sam meets him
he wants Rusty for a lot more than protection.Rusty and Sam can barely keep their
hands off each other from the moment they meet, driven by their werewolf
instincts. Rusty knows that whoever's stalking Sam must be another alpha, hunting
this rare unprotected omega. Sam might just be Rusty's chance to start a pack of
his own; all he has to do is give up his secrets, hunt down a rogue alpha, and make
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sure Sam still wants to be his at the end of the dayThe Omega's Bodyguard is a
m/m werewolf romance featuring a powerful, protective alpha, a sweet, smart
omega, and a steamy happy ending that is only the beginning of this new pack's
adventures

Questions of Life
Life
“Awjeezma!” was the universal dissent, whined—repeatedly if necessary—at an
unreasonable mother who wanted the vacuuming done now-not-next-year or a pile
of encrusted dishes washed or the sputtering heater refueled. “Awjeezma! Do I
gotta?” “If I have to tell you one more time—” “Awjeezma! Awright! Jeez!” Through
the telling of his own madcap childhood, David Benjamin pays homage to the
exuberance of countless untamed boys who grew up in Middle America in the
1950s. Whether he’s stalking frogs through the bogs of Tomah, Wisconsin, playing
four-kid baseball with his bothersome little brother and two favorite cousins, or
sneaking into the theater to watch Saturday afternoon Westerns, Benjamin is the
kind of little kid who eagerly would have fallen in with the redoubtable Tom
Sawyer. His tales—including one about a truly sorry incident with Snappy, the
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snapping turtle, and another about a run-in with a particularly fiendish
squirrel—are by turns hysterically funny, caustic, aggrieved, and movingly sincere.
Traversing the nooks and crannies of kidhood, from ballfields to swimming holes,
The Life and Times of the Last Kid Picked captures a moment in twentieth-century
American life, as Benjamin magically recalls the myriad scrapes, intrepid
adventures, and wanderlust that once made childhood such an exhilarating
enterprise.

The History of Mathematical Proof in Ancient Traditions
There is no escaping a Reaper. I am an elite assassin, part of a brotherhood that
only answers to Death. And when Death says your time is up, I’m coming for you…
Reborn to serve, I have never once questioned Death’s directives. Until my mission
leads me to a Halfling who stirs things within me that I’ve never felt before.
Sorcha’s past intrigues me, but not as much as the gorgeous and stubborn Halfling
herself. Though the Others are no more, our enemies still lurk around every corner.
I can feel it. But for her, I will battle whatever comes my way—be it present
dangers or ghosts of the past.
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